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The Social Communication Intervention Project

A randomized controlled trial of the 
effectiveness of speech and language therapy 
for school-age children who have pragmatic 
and social communication problems with or 
without autism spectrum disorder



Background Information

● Pragmatic Language Impairment (PLI)
● Features 

○ verbosity
○ excessive topic switching
○ a tendency to dominate verbal interactions
○ poor adjustment to listeners’ prior knowledge
○ limited application of inference in naturalistic 

interaction



Background Information cont.

● Features similar to SLI
○ semantic errors
○ word-finding difficulties 
○ difficulty with receptive language 
○ High-level language deficits

■ poor comprehension of non-literal language 
■ poor comprehension of narratives and stories



PLI and ASD

● Pragmatic characteristics are similar for PLI 
and high-functioning ASD

● Other commonalities that may present with 
both PLI and ASD
○ use of stereotyped phrases
○ intonation patterns
○ non-verbal communication

● Controversy about differentiating the Dx



Effectiveness

● Little evidence of effectiveness of speech-
language interventions which target the 
language, pragmatic, or social 
communication needs of this population
○ Why is this important?

● Single case studies - positive effects of 
intervention on specific aspects of 
communication (conversational skills)



Aim of the study

● To study the effectiveness of an intensive 
manualized social communication speech 
language intervention to improve
○ language skills
○ functional pragmatic ability
○ broader social communication



Methods: Design

● Two-arm parallel-group randomized 
controlled trial



Participants

● Criteria for referral:
○ pragmatic communication problems
○ were in mainstream primary education and have special educational 

needs
○ English as a primary language
○ agreement with the child’s school to accommodate intervention and 

assessment visits
○ no dx of core autism
○ currently receiving speech services and able to cooperate with direct 

intervention
○ no evidence of severe difficulties in emotional development, 

behavior needs, unintelligibility, or hearing



Criteria (cont’d)

● Once referred, children were then screened 
for eligibility
○ a score in the communication impaired range (≤ 58) 

on the General Communication Composite of the 
Children’s Communication Checklist—Second 
Edition 

○ A score ≥ 5th percentile on Raven’s Coloured 
Progressive Matrices 



Participants

● 87 children
○ 75 boys and 12 girls

● All had pragmatic and social communication 
needs

● Participants were between 5:11 and 10:8 
years of age





Groups (2)

● SCIP
○ Social Communication Intervention Program (SCIP) for children 

who have PLI
● TAU

○ Treatment-as-usual (control)

● 2:1 ratio (2 SCIP groups and 1 TAU) by age (6;0-8;11 or 9;0-10;11)
○ SCIP: n=59 (52 boys 7 girls)
○ TAU: n=28 (23 boys 5 girls)

● Assessments were performed by a research assistant 
who was blind to the treatment allocation



TI T2 T3

● T1- 4 weeks of pre-intervention assessment 
(screening and baseline)

● INTERVENTION
● T2- reassessment within 2 weeks of 

completion
● T3- reassessment 6 months following 

completion



SCIP Group

● Children in this group stopped regular speech-language 
services during the study

● Experimental treatment was an intensive manualized 
social communication intervention with content 
within a principled framework aimed at remediation 
of impairments in: 
○ semantics and high-level language skills
○ pragmatic difficulties
○ social interaction and social cue interpretation



Treatment As Usual Group (TAU)

● Continued receiving speech-language 
services from their typical providers

● Children in both groups continued to 
receive support from their learning support 
assistant (and/or classroom support for 
learning) throughout the study



Post-Intervention

● Children in the SCIP intervention group 
were referred back to their local SLT (aka 
SLP) services to continue care



Outcome Measures 

● Primary method = CELF-4 (CLSS)
● Secondary: 

○ Targeted Observation of Pragmatics in Children’s 
Conversation

○ Pragmatics rating scale (CCC-PRAG) and autism-type 
communication problems scale (CCC-AUT) 

○ The Expression, Reception, and Recall of Narrative Instrument 
(ERRNI): measure of ability to interpret, remember, and tell a 
picture narrative 

○ Parent Reported Outcome (PRO)
○ Teacher-reported outcome (TRO)



Statistical Analysis 

● CELF-4 and CCC-2 PRAG/AUT and ERRNI, 
analysis was by linear regression

● Measurements taken at the end of 
intervention (T2) and 6 months post 
intervention (T3)



Results

● CELF-4  CLSS - No significant treatment effect was 
found at T2 or T3

● CCC-PRAG/AUT and ERRNI - No significant treatment 
effects found at T2

● PRO- Significant differences by treatment group in 
favor of treatment group at T2

● TOPICC, CCC-PRAG, PRO-SC and PRO-SS, and TRO-CLS - 
significant differences in favor of SCIP at T3



Implications

● Over ⅓ of participants were performing well within normal range on 
CELF-4 CLSS and ERRNI at pre-intervention assessment

● Further characterization of PLI population required

● Content of CELF-4 CLSS was relatively far removed from the intervention goals in SCIP

● In TOPICC between baseline and follow-up, there were significant intervention effects 
but approximately half of the intervention group did not improve.

○ Shows variability in Children with PLI’s ability to change their conversational style 
in short period of intervention



Implications (continued)
● Between-condition effects on non-blind parent and teacher-reported measures were subject 

to bias 

● TAU group received less direct specialist intervention making it difficult to attribute 
intervention effects to the specific content of SCIP rather than increased specialist attention, 
but TAU still continued services

● Developer of SCIP intervention and TOPICC outcome measure was also the evaluator of the 
intervention 

● Future Studies:  
○ In further research, important to identify variables associated with potential for change
○ Outcomes would be different as levels of participant impairment would vary.



Discussion

● Limitations:
○ MANY things targeted in tx

■ Language skills
■ Pragmatic skills
■ Broader social communication

○ MANY dependent variables 
○ How much therapy did they actually receive? Was it 

enough? Was it equal among participants
○ Specific intervention?



Questions

● How would you measure pragmatic skills?
● Do you agree with the use of the 

assessments the researchers used to 
determine Tx effects?



PRIMARY
● CELF-4 CLSS: Core Language Standard Score

SECONDARY
● TOPICC: Targeted Observation of Pragmatics in Children’s Conversation
● CCC-PRAG: pragmatics rating scale
● ERRNI: Expression, Reception, and Recall of Narrative Instrument

○ ERRNI-I: Instrument
○ ERRNI-R: recall
○ ERRNI-C: comprehension

● PRO: parent-reported outcome
○ PRO-LS: Language skills
○ PRO-SC: Social communication
○ PRO-SS: Social situations
○ PRO-PR: Peer relationships

● TRO: teacher-reported outcome
○ TRO-CLS: classroom learning skills


